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Fig. 1. Location of Monks Elder Cottage property boundary showing proximity to 
Abbey earthworks & crop/soil marks. 
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Fig.2: Plan of site showing new garage footings; existing garage; cottage & garden. 
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Monks Elder Cottage: New garage. Site Code MEK05. 
Introduction 
Planning Application F/215/01377/4 was granted with the condition that groundworks for a new garage 
to the north of the cottage (a Grade II Listed Building in close proximity to the precincts of Kirkstead 
Abbey) be subject to an Archaeological Watching Brief. 
The foundation trenches were machine- excavated on Feb. 14 th,2005 without the attendance of an 
archaeologist. After being approved by a building inspector the trenches were filled with concrete. 
The writer was contacted by the owner on March 10 th,2005 and, following confirmation of 
requirements by the archaeological planning officer, visited the site on the above date to commence 
examination of the spoilheap contents. 
Method 
The main spoilheap was trowel sampled over most of its surface to a depth of 0.20m to 0.50m.(approx.) 
Two small heaps of mainly topsoil and vegetation were random-sieved. All potsherds and metal items 
were retained. Other items present in large quantities were selectively retained (e.g. roof tile, animal 
bone). A rough count was made of the total items in each category. 
Items present in spoil sample 
Potsherds Med & C16-C17 (glazed/part glazed): rims & bases 17; bodysherds 43 

Shelly-ware: body sherd 
CI 9-20: 

Present 
60 

1 
c.8 

Retained 
60 

1 
4 

Glass bottle frag, shaped, moulded, lettered: CI9-20 1 1 
Clay pipe stem: taper 8-10mm diam (?C17); bore 3mm diam. 1 1 
Roof tile (none intact; none with 2 nibs or 2 nail-holes) up to 18mm thick, total 

with square nail-holes, outer 8-11mm; tapering to inner 4-6mm 
with nib (50 x 25-35 x 15mmprojection) 

?Floor tile: 22-25mm thick; largest fragment 150 x 140mm 

300+ 
3 
4 
4 

33 
3 
4 
4 

Brick: L(incomplete): 140 x width 110 x ht (?incomp) 48mm 
L 85 x width (incomp)70 x ht 60mm 

1 
1 

1 
1 

Iron (severe corrosion) ?knife ?razor; curved tang; tapered-section blade; 130mm: 1 
?door-handle mount; shaped ends; 2 apertures; 155x28x2mm 1 
?wedge/spike; rect. section 15x12mm. L 92mm. 1 

varying " nails; Lengths vary 30-50mm 11 

1 
1 
1 

11 
?Bronze: (grey-green) rod frag, pointed; section circ with flats 8mm d. L 38mm 
?Copper alloy: Thin sheet ?strap mount ?shaped ;incomplete, L 82 x W 36mm 

1 
1 

1 
1 

Unidentified (corros.deposits & stone etc adhering; no metal response) 
with ?terminals ?cruciform; 85 x 45 x 25mm 1 1 

Worked bone: L (incompl.)75mm. Rectang.section 10 x 5mm. plain. ?Utensil handle 1 1 
Animal bone: various; C.30+ 8 
Coal: frags & lumps, up to 50 x 50 x 50mm. cube 5+ 1 
Limestone: frags,& irregular small lumps & slabs; vary from 100mm to c.350mm 

None dressed or shaped C.50+ 0 
Limestone slab frag. One face ?rubbed flat and smooth; no tooling visible 

105 x 70 x 30mm overall. 
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Interim Pottery Report 
Jane Young. 
The majority of the wares were probably produced at Kirkstead from mid C16 - early C17*. The 
vessels are mainly bowls and jars but with the possibility of a few jug sherds. Several vessels are 
misfired, suggesting the bulk of the pottery represents kiln waste. 
A single post-medieval import is a Frechen Bellarmine drinking jug dating to mid CI7. 
A small number of sherds, mainly Toynton products, are of medieval date. 
There is a single shell-tempered sherd which is of late Saxon to Saxo-Norman date. 

* there is documentary evidence of post-dissolution potters using the Abbey site; one of these being 
Francis Moodie (died 1610). 

Site description 
The cottage, believed to be C17 and originally of mud & stud construction still retains posts and braces, 
though brick-clad when altered and extended in the C20. 
Total property is of approximately 7 acres, bounded to south by both arable and pasture once belonging 
to Kirkstead Abbey and contained fishponds, ditches and ridge & furrow, This part is not a Scheduled 
Monument and appears to have been partly ploughed out or levelled, although one east-west channel 
runs to the projecting boundary. 
To the north are three fields of rough pasture, the level falling to their northern boundaries; the eastern 
field contains a shallow east-west feature which crosses the northern area. Aerial photos show it once 
continued east and west of this point. 
Aerial photos also show,over a large area, crop and soil marks of ditches and enclosures, some of 
which appear to pre-date the Abbey and which may be of at least Iron Age date. These include multiple 
linear ditches (three in parallel, A.P ref. CDK44) possibly of late Bronze to mid Iron Age, running from 
north-east (Kirkstead Hall) to south-west, and passing within 100m of the property. 
Despite the proximity of such features no related pottery was present in the sample. 
Known stratum 
At c.80m north of the excavation the section of a test-pit (on the north edge of the shallow channel) 
showed c.0.25-0.30m of black sandy top-soil (by comparison to 0.50m+ above the concrete footings) 
overlying a compact gravel layer; part under water but said to be c 0.30m thick and overlying grey sand 
of indeterminate depth. Apparently, it is planning policy in this district to allow certain categories of 
structure to utilise the gravel layer as a platform for concrete footings, since the underlying sand would 
cause problems of adequate support [per.comm. Mr. M.Brown]. 
Conclusion 
It is assumed that the footings would have been approved only if the gravel layer (of limited depth?) 
was substantially intact, i.e.had not previously been breached by a large feature such as a pit. This does 
not, of course, eliminate the possibility that the relatively narrow trenches might only have exposed the 
upper, outer edge of the latter, the bulk of which might lay undisturbed between trenches or outside 
them. However, there was very little clay, mortar, or bonding material present that might otherwise 
suggest the proximity of an actual kiln. Neither was there any ash or obvious evidence of burning. 
It remains to be seen if the roof tiles are of a date range or condition which might suggest an origin in 
the Abbey buildings or an association with potters. There is no context in which to fix a late discard 
date that might connect them with a late replacement by pantiles on the cottage. By comparison with 
the quantity of building fabric i.e.tiles and even limestone, the number of other items found that might 
have the potential to be placed in the category of domestic refuse is relatively small. 

\ 

M.V.Clark 
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